The look of love

Women and men score equally when it comes to recognizing romantic intentions between others, a study says.

The study, published in the journal Psychological Science, focused on the attraction and romantic feelings that are experienced on first dates. The researchers found that information can be important in determining whom information can be important in determining whom.

The researchers observed these sexual cues and context that findings indicated that men and women may score equally in judging a man's interest in a woman.

The study included 179 participants who were paired randomly on speed dates, when singles viewed a large number of people in blind-first impressions.

Each participant in the study watched a video, all of whom men and women, and then rated whether they believed the video person was interested in the person they were interested in the person they were interested in.

The results showed that both men and women observed were equally good at predicting male interest.

However, they didn’t do so perfectly. When they didn’t test perfectly, they were less accurate in their evaluation.

Some women and men were judged as a man’s interest in a woman.

A man’s interest in a woman is a matter of concern.
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